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LOOKING TOWARDS
THE FUTURE

Story & Photos by Skovy

I’m looking outside and its 50
degrees. Is it February? Oh boy
… anticipation for the spring is
here! I recognize with wonderful
North Dakota we’ll be in for some
big snow storms yet but today …
winner!
Our organization was well
represented at the Jamestown
Classic Car Club’s “Winter
Wheels” car show.
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Don’t be bashful. We are a very
active organization and want
members. It’s only $25.00 for a
regular membership & $50.00 if
you want the “RUMBLER” mailed
to you. See the application on the
back
page,
or
email
Skovy@donwilhelm.com.

We did set up a display with 2
cars and a table. Kudo’s goes out
to the JCCC for letting us set up
that booth. Over 75 issues of the
“RUMBLER” went out that day.
Hopefully we can increase our
membership with this exposure.
At our next meeting, we will be
discussing our next event.

That’s right. You see it correctly.
On the Saturday night when we
get back from Lake Metigoshe
we are going to caravan down to
the North Dakota State Fair
where “KISS” is going to be
performing. Hot Rods, Adult
Beverages, AND KISS. Whoo
Hoo!
th

The opening of the 2016 season
70’s masquerade party.

th

September 24 will be our 6
Annual car show at Don Wilhelm
in Jamestown. Last year we had
189 cars and gave away
$1200.00 of cash & prizes to the
winners. Get your vehicles ready
for that one!

Last year was a huge success
(outside of the cold weather we
had to contend with). This year
we are going to have it at an
inside
location.
Also,
our
challenges have been accepted
by the Individuals motorcycle
club
and
Huntington’s
organization for our Softball
th
Challenge on June 26 .

MEMBERS BIRTHDAYS

See you at the next meeting!
And of course the 2016 Blacktop
Tour. Last year we had 52 cars
all together. This year I hope to
have a bigger year.

Thank you everybody for reading
and enjoying the “RUMBLER”
magazine.
Our
e-mail
subscriptions
have
passed
14,996 issues.

Gray, Andy
Huber, Sue
Skovy
Readel, Nadine
Thomas, Troy
Murray, Kim
Godfrey, Collin
Demarcy, Jared
Vining, Taylor
Allmer, Mike
Gehring, Kathleen
Specht, Gary
Kummer, Jeff
Wolff, Beverly

02/01
02/04
02/04
02/08
02/09
02/10
02/10
02/15
02/15
02/16
02/16
02/21
02/24
02/24

Miss your birthday? Please
contact me at 701-202-7067
whereas I can update your
records.
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ACTIVE MEMBERS
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Meidinger, Jamie
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Meyer, Ken & Annie
Miller, Randy & Crystel
Mischka, Kenneth & Judy
Mittleider, Cody & Elaine
Mitzel, LeRoy
Moser, LeRoy & Gloria
Nelson, Troy & Lois
Nenow, Roger & Lois
Nogosek, Aaron & Amy
Noot, Jay & Bryant
Olson, David & Adele
Olson, Taylor
Olson, Ryan
Orness, Stan & Sharon
Patzner, Elroy
Poppe, Jerry & Ardie
Ravely, Thomas & Rhonda
Readel, Larry & Nadine
Redinger, Dale
Rixen, Dennis
Sabir, Nam
Schauer, Ronald & Cindy

Schlenker, Mark
Seckerson, Kelly & Tricia
Seher, Jeff
Specht, Gary & Margaret
Speckman, Dale & Pamela
Stromberg, Bryan
Swedlund, Troy & Emmy
Thoele, Kevin & Kim
Thomas, Troy & Tricia
Timm, Curt
Titman, Nick
Tracy, Dean & Martha
VanFleet, Richard
Vining, Taylor
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Westerhausen, Leon & Mary Jane
Wiest, J.P. & Judy
Wilhelm, Jeff
Wilhelm, Jordan
Wilhelm, Rod & Sandy
Willman, Casey & Jessica
Willman, Dusty
Wolf, Cameron
Wolff, Clayton & Beverly
Wonnenberg, Douglas & Robyn
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few brief years, performance
ruled the day. Naturally, the good
old days seem to look better with
each passing year, and as the
book was written on the muscle
car, a fair amount of contenders
fell by the wayside.

10 FORGOTTEN MUSCLE
CARS That Deserve to be
restored
Story & Pictures by James Derek
Sapienza (cheatsheet.com)

Every gearhead could tell a
Mustang from a Camaro from a
‘Cuda from a GTO in their sleep.
Slightly more advanced fans
know about the Buick GNX, the
Ford Torino Cobra Jet, Plymouth
GTX, and the AMC SC/Rambler
too. But go much deeper than
that, and cars begin to get lost to
time. And that’s a shame
because with performance being
the magic word, a number of
automakers tried to cash in on
the muscle car craze and, even
when they failed, left some
seriously powerful and interesting
cars behind. Here are 10 ’60s-era
muscle cars that deserve to reenter the conversation.

Paxton supercharger on them,
and dropped them into remaining
Avanti’s. The result was a 171mile-per-hour rocket, which the
company claimed made it the
fastest production car in America.
This R3 was sold by Auctions
America in 2010 for $96,250.
With the collector market being
what it is today, good luck finding
one this cheap ever again.

2. 1965 Pontiac 2+2

1. 1964 Studebaker
Avanti R3

We all know the story; it started
in 1964 with the Ford Mustang.
No, wait — I mean the Plymouth
Barracuda. Or the Pontiac GTO.
Or was it earlier with the Pontiac
Catalina SD? The ’50s Dodge D500 maybe?
Debating the origin of the muscle
car is like debating over the first
rock and roll record; everyone
you talk to has a different
opinion, and no one is exactly
wrong. Let’s just say that by the
early ’60s, a generation coming
of age fell in love with highperformance
midsize
cars
coming out of Detroit, and for a

The
Avanti
isn’t
generally
counted among muscle cars, but
then, Studebaker was never
exactly
considered
a
performance
powerhouse
to
begin with. But the fiberglass
Avanti had a long hood, short
rear deck, and 289-cubic-inch V8
a full two years before the Ford
Mustang did. In 1964 (after
production
officially
ended),
Studebaker bored out nine V8s to
304 cubic inches, slapped a

As far as classic muscle cars go,
the ’65-’67 GTO is remembered
to be about as big as they came.
But with the success of the GTO,
Pontiac wanted to take its go-fast
formula to an even bigger car,
which became the ’65-’67 2+2.
Based on the full-size Catalina
two-door, the 2+2 had its own
unique 338-horsepower 421cubic-inch V8, and in High Output
guise, power jumped to 376
ponies, which when tuned right
could rocket from zero to 60 in a
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mind-bending
3.9
seconds.
Bigger, plusher, and often faster
than its smaller stablemate, the
2+2 deserves a lot more love
from speed freaks.

up with Ford’s famous 289-cubicinch V8. But for those who
wanted
more
from
their
Mercury’s, Ford built 50 Comet
Cyclones for the dragstrip,
complete with fiberglass hood,
fenders, doors and front bumper,
Plexiglas windows, and the same
425-horsepower 427 V8 found in
the Shelby Cobra. In ’66, Mercury
introduced the production Comet
GT with the 390 V8, and while
they’re capable compact muscle
cars, they couldn’t hope to match
the insanity of their big block
predecessor.

4. 1968 Ford Ranchero
500

3. 1964 Mercury Comet
Cyclone

For ’60s Ford products, the
Mercury Comet was about as
basic as they came. Closely
based on the Ford Falcon, the
’64-’65 Comet could be livened

It’s been long overshadowed
by Chevy’s iconic El Camino, but
the
Ford
Ranchero
was
America’s first car-based Ute.
And while Chevy was offering the
396 V8 in its muscle trucks, Ford
upped the ante in ’68 and made
its restyled Ranchero available
with a 335-horsepower Cobra Jet
428 V8. Unfortunately, a lack of
weight over the rear wheels
made the hot Rancheros a
handful to drive, so very few were
built with Ford’s biggest motor.
While it seems like every
surviving El Camino happens to
be an SS model, we can’t
remember the last time we’ve
seen a Cobra Jet Ranchero.
Come to think of it, we can’t
remember the last time we’ve
seen any Ranchero.

5. 1969 Chevy Kingswood
427

Back in the ’60s, you could order
virtually any option you wanted
on a car, and companies would
actually build it for you. So
imagine you’ve got a growing
family, and your Corvette just
can’t handle them. What to do?
Buy a Chevy Kingswood station
wagon
with
Rally
wheels,
hideaway headlights, seating for
seven, and the same 390horsepower V8 found in your
‘Vette. Only 546 buyers opted for
the big V8 in ’69, but a number of
427 Kingswoods spent the next
decade making their mark on the
drag strip.

6. 1969 Oldsmobile Rallye
350

When
gearheads
think
of outrageous muscle cars from
1969, the Pontiac GTO Judge
easily sits at the top of the list.
But while the Judge has gone on
to
become
a
legend,
Oldsmobile’s analog, the Rallye
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350, is all but forgotten. Like the
Judge (at least at first) it was
offered in one outrageous color
(Sebring Yellow), had colormatched wheels and bumpers, a
spoiler, and a fiberglass hood.
And compared to Old’s top-dog
442, the car’s 310-horsepower
350-cubic-inch V8 made it
significantly lighter, allowing it to
scramble from zero to 60 in
seven seconds and run the
quarter mile in a respectable
15.27 seconds at 97 miles per
hour. Just 3,500 Rallye 350s
were built, making it one of the
more obscure muscle cars to
ever come from GM.

Production was over by March;
Ford only built 754 of them and
they were barely advertised, but
the slippery cars dominated
during the ’69 season, winning 29
races. In 1970, however, the 200mile-per-hour Superbird ruled
NASCAR, and the Talladega’s
time in the spotlight was over.
Today, the Talladega (and nearidentical Mercury Cyclone Spoiler
II) is bargains on the collector
market compared to the beaknosed Mopars.

any production car in ’69, in fact)
and short deck, the Grand Prix
was available with Pontiac’s 390horsepower 428-cubic-inch V8,
allowing it to scramble from zero
to 60 in 6.5 seconds and run the
quarter mile in 15 seconds at 97
miles per hour. Its combination of
luxury and power made it the
Grand Prix massive hit for
Pontiac; within a few years, any
semblance of performance would
be gone.

9. 1970 Chrysler Hurst
300

7. 1969 Ford Torino
Talladega

Half a century on, the Plymouth
Roadrunner
Superbird
and
Dodge Daytona get all the love
when it comes to NASCAR
homologation specials. But in
1969, Ford tried its hand at
aerodynamics too and built the
Torino Talladega. Starting with a
Torino Sportsroof, Ford worked
with the Holman-Moody race
shop to design a sleeker, longer
front clip and rear fascia for the
car. The Talladega was honed in
the wind tunnel — a relative
novelty for the era — and
powered by the 429-cubic-inch
V8 found in the Boss Mustang.

8. 1969 Pontiac Grand
Prix SJ

The second-generation Grand
Prix is largely remembered for its
role in popularizing the Personal
Luxury Coupe segment, but in its
early days, it was one of the
hottest cars on the street. With a
long hood (the longest hood of

As early as 1970, Chrysler diehards were feeling nostalgic for
the 300-letter series, which
ended in 1965. The 300-series
carried on, but performance had
taken a back seat as mid-sized
muscle cars had picked up the
go-fast mantle. Chrysler tried to
recapture the magic for ’70 by
outfitting a 300 coupe with the
interior from an Imperial, a
fiberglass hood and deck lid, a
375-horsepower 440-cubic-inch
V8, and a Torque-Flite automatic
to handle all that power. At 18.5
feet long and 4,400 pounds, the
big Chrysler could still make zero
to 60 in 7.1 seconds and run the
quarter mile in 15.3 seconds.
With just 500 built the Hurst 300s
rank as one of the rarest Mopar
muscle cars of all time.
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suit. But who wants to do that? I
suppose one could accidentally
fall in the water through the
spearing hole in the Darkhouse,
but that would be no fun either.

10. 1971 AMC SC/360
Hornet

In the ’60s, AMC’s red, white,
and blue Rebel Machine and
SC/Rambler muscle cars failed to
move the sales needle for
America’s
last
independent
automaker, but they sure caused
a scene wherever they went. For
1970,
the
company
had
introduced the compact Hornet
and Gremlin to replace the
Rambler, and with them came
the SC/360 Hornet. With an
available 285-horsepower 360cubic-inch V8 under the hood,
the small Hornet could hit 60
from a standstill in 6.7 seconds,
and run the quarter mile in 14.9
seconds at 97 miles per hour. But
in 1970, displacement still ruled
the day, and despite being
cheaper than a Plymouth Duster
340, AMC found just 784 buyers
for its smallest muscle car. We
think it’s aged remarkably well,
and would love to take one of
these ’70s-era sleepers to the

RUMBLER MINISTRY
Story & Photos by Scott W. Block

Similarly, when it’s cold, frozen,
and icy, no one drives their street
rod. Oh sure, likewise swimming,
you really could go for a drive in
it, if you want to, but why risk the
salt, corrosion, and getting stuck
in a snowbank? For those whose
rod is “blown” what would happen
if snow got sucked in? That big
block could end up with a
crankcase full of water. Maybe
somebody could take their
“mudder” or “mud-bogger” out for
a spin, literally! Why not even put
a snow plow on the front? That
might be pretty cool! Hmmm, I’ve
always wondered how the snow
plow driver got to work!
It’s about the mid-point of winter.
Actually that may depend where
you live in the world. But in
Minnesota and North Dakota, it’s
about halfway or so. It’s not an
exact science about this you
know. Some of the jokes we have
heard point to that inexact date.
For example, where I grew up in
Minnesota, I heard this: There
are two seasons here, winter and
road construction. In North
Dakota, where I lived for almost
ten years, it’s: If you don’t like the
weather, wait five minutes, it will
change. Are there any jokes
about the weather like this where
you live?
The weather can really, and I
mean,
really
affect
one’s
behavior and activities. It is pretty
tough to go swimming in the lake
when it’s frozen. Oh sure, you
really could go swimming, if you
want. There is really nothing
stopping you. You could cut a
hole in the ice, put on a wet-suit,
and
jump
in.
If
you’re
courageous, don’t put on a wet

As I write this, I am sitting in a
lounge looking at the Atlantic
Ocean. Here, in the Dominican
Republic, it’s 80 degrees and
bee-you-tea-full sunny weather.
Not a slick road, ice, or a
snowflake in sight. I went fishing
and even caught a Barracuda. I
saw whales and flying fish. I went
swimming
in
the
ocean.
Tomorrow I’m going snorkeling
near a coral reef. And I’m hoping
to see species of fish named,
Grunt, Slippery Dick, and Puffer.
(No, I’m not making that up, you
can’t write this stuff!) I’m putting
on sunscreen with SPF 50. All in
all, pretty good activities in a
foreign country.
But I’m waiting. I’m waiting for the
weather to change in Minnesota
because I can’t stay in the
Dominican forever. This travel
break “breaks” up the winter and
at least makes it feel shorter. At
least I may get past the winter
part but maybe not past the road
construction.
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Back in Minnesota, every day I
step out of the Parsonage and
walk to Church, I look at my new
1969 Camaro just sitting. There it
sits, waiting for me, waiting to
roar into life. Do you feel the urge
too? I mean, do you feel the tug
on your right foot? That’s the one
that pushes the accelerator of
course. I want to feel the Hurst
shifter in my hand as I blast
through the gears. I want to hear
the rumble of the dual exhaust. I
want to feel the wind rushing past
my face with the window down. I
want to see the shine of the
Lemans Blue as the sun reflects
off of it. I want to cruise. Do you
feel that tug too? Yeah, I know,
long sigh, I need patience. But,
sometimes
winter
takes
soooooooo long.
So what about the meantime?
What about that? Unfortunately, I
wait. The Camaro waits. It’s no
fun, I don’t like it, but it’s
something that always happens.
Eventually, the weather changes,
the snow melts, the sun begins to
warm everything, the Camaro
warms up, my right foot warms
up, and I’m going for a drive.
Soon, very soon, I will be back on
the road.

FORGOTTEN AMERICAN
MUSCLE
FORD Maverick
Story & Photos by Jay Traugott
(carbuzz.com)

For when a Mustang was over
budget. We know what you’re
thinking, and it probably goes
something like this: "The Ford
Maverick? Seriously Car Buzz?
Are you guys still drunk from
stuffing
yourselves
full
of
Thanksgiving turkey yesterday?"
Fair enough, but the Ford
Maverick,
when
properly
equipped, was pretty kick ass.
But, as always, a bit of
background info for you: The
Mustang, as just about everyone
knows, was a smash hit for Ford
when it hit the market in the
middle of 1964. You can thank
Ford’s Lee Iacocca for making it
happen.

The car checked all the right
boxes (good looks, affordable,
etc.) and, when powered by a V8,
was a serious performance
machine. The Mustang literally
kicked off the era of the pony car
and thus the muscle car.

th

Well, that’s about it for my 26
rambling for the Rumbler. Can
you believe it? Twenty-six!
Thanks for reading!

May God grant you favorable
weather and a good snow
blower? May God grant you good
health? And may God fill with you
peace and joy, today, tomorrow,
and forever.
Keep cruisin’. Keep reading the
Rumbler. Blessings to all of you!

But remember, the Mustang was
based on the same platform as
the larger Falcon, and Ford was
now curious to see what else
could be done with existing
cars/platforms.
Was
there
another unknown sales hit just

waiting to be discovered? Enter
the Maverick. Now, Ford never
really intended for the Maverick
to be a performance car, let
alone a muscle car. The year
was 1969 and Ford wanted to
have something to compete
against import cars, such as the
Volkswagen Beetle and the many
offerings coming out of Japan.
The Maverick would also have an
affordable base price.

Ford wasn’t the only one of the
Big Three Detroit automakers to
recognize the potential import
economy car threat; there was
also the Chevrolet Nova and
Dodge Dart. But like Chevy and
Dodge, Ford figured the Maverick
also
had
some
untapped
potential. After all, customers at
the time were anxious for
performance, so why not offer
something
that’d
be
both
relatively cheap and powerful.
The Maverick hit the market in
’69 as a 1970 model. Base price:
$1,995. Perhaps it’s best to think
of it as an ancestor to today’s
Focus. It featured a long hood
and fastback styling, but it also
had something in common with
the Mustang: the Ford Falcon.
The
Maverick
shared
the
Falcon’s engines and running
gear.
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fairly lightweight and rear-wheeldrive, making it a perfect fit for
that V8. That combo quickly
caught on with buyers seeking
some affordable muscle, and
Ford kicked back and enjoyed yet
another re-packaged success. In
1971, the Maverick Grabber
became its own model within the
Maverick extended family, which
also included a sedan. A new
feature added that year was a
"Dual Dome" hood and even
more body detailing, meant to
replicate the looks of other more
serious muscle cars.

But sales of the Falcon were
pretty bad by this point and it was
discontinued only eight months
after the Maverick’s arrival. The
base engine was nothing special,
just a 2.8-liter inline-six with
around 170 hp. There was an
optional 3.3-liter inline-six that
was a bit more powerful but still
not anywhere close to muscle
car-like. The Maverick sold pretty
well, too, with over half a million
units sold in the first model year
alone. But Ford rightly figured the
Maverick had some untapped
potential. You see, the Ford Pinto
arrived in 1971 and it quickly
became
Ford’s
subcompact
market entry. So what to do with
the Maverick? Add more power.
Because it was the early 70s.
Because no one gave much of a
crap about emissions (yet).
In the middle of 1970, Ford
revealed the Maverick Grabber
trim pack. Not only did it offer
some much appreciate exterior
touches like special graphics and
a rear spoiler, but also Ford’s
tried-and-true two-barrel 302 V8.
What’s more, the Maverick was

For not much dough, one could
get a V8 Maverick Grabber with
all of the trimmings, and even a
blackened grille, hubcaps, 14inch
wheels,
chromed-out
window
frames
and
drip
moldings, and a deluxe steering
wheel. Total output was around
210 horsepower. That’s really not
all that much today (or even back
then), but it was good enough
then to get the Maverick Grabber
from 0-60 mph in just over 9
seconds and a quarter-mile time
of under 17 seconds. Fantastic
numbers? No. Respectable. Yes.

The Maverick Grabber carried on
for the ’71 and ’72 model years
relatively unchanged, with the
exceptions of new seat choices
and other interior options,
exterior trim colors, and a
"Battering Ram" front bumper for
’73, but the hood scoops were
ditched.

Despite decent sales and regular
model year trim updates, Ford
ultimately dropped the Maverick
Grabber in 1975. The regular
Maverick continued on until 1977.
All told, around 140,000 Maverick
Grabbers were sold. However,
not all were V8-powered; the
Grabber package was also
applied to inline-six versions, but
they only looked the part of a
muscle car. The V8 Maverick
Grabber was definitely not on par
with the likes of the Mustang,
Camaro, and many others, but it
was affordable muscle. It even
suffered the same fate as other
muscle cars when its own 302 V8
was detuned to 143 hp due to the
effects of the oil crisis and other
related factors. Despite its
relatively short life, the V8
Maverick was a solid value for
those
who
wanted
some
affordable fun.
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THE BLAST FROM THE
PAST
See if these pictures bring
back any memories.
Story & Photos sent by (David Olson – James
Valley Street Machines)
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MOTORHEAD CENTRAL
Story & Photos by Brian Kamlitz

Motorsports Capital of
North Dakota
We have some dates set for
events this year, so let's get
going on the advertising.
Jamestown Drag Racing is set
for July 16 and 17 2016 at the
Jamestown
Airport.
Watch
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
for updates.
Rods and Hogs date is set for
June 11th still in the works for
times and special events last
year’s event was a huge
success. I will update you all as
we get things set in place.
James
Valley
Motorsports
Foundation, paperwork is in just
waiting to hear back from the IRS
very exciting news for all
Motorsports clubs in our region.
Jamestown Classic Car Club
Winter wheels show had a great
line of cars and was a great show
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like always thanks Jack and
Monte for putting together a great
show.
The first month of 2016 has been
very productive with setting dates
for this year’s events just support
this clubs they are all looking for
members and like new thoughts.

Watch for upcoming events here
in Jamestown 2016

AROUND MILL HILL

“I was on the edge of my seat. I
like that there was no swearing
words.”

Story & Photos by JVSM Evaluation Team

“Lots of energy”
“The suspense and the fortitude
of the men to complete their
mission.”
“Great movie. More of a TV type
of Mini-Series than a movie
though.”
Around Mill Hill is going to be a
monthly evaluation of area
businesses. If you are a paid
member of the JVSM and would
like to take part in this program,
please
let
me
know
skovy@donwilhelm.com and I will
add your name to the list.
This month, Skovy along with
members of the James Valley
Street Machines went to the
Bison 6 Cinema in Jamestown
ND and reviewed the movie
“Finest Hours”. We also went to
IDK Bar & Grill in Jamestown ND
and evaluated the service and
food we received.

Dakota Motocross
Buffalo city carting association
Jamestown Speedway
James Valley Off Roaders
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Jamestown Classic Car Club
James Valley Street Machines
Buffalo City Remote Control
Squadron
Southeastern Pickup Pulling
Association
Jamestown Demolition Club
Individuals Motorcycle Club
FM Crusaders Jamestown
Chapter
Harley Owners Group (HOG)
Christian Motorcycle
Association
Jim River Drift Skippers

(MOVIE)
The Coast Guard makes a daring
rescue attempt off the coast of
Cape Cod after a pair of oil
tankers is destroyed during a
blizzard in 1952.
Evaluations from members were:
“Good story line, Very exciting
scenes. No bad language. Great
Movie other than the strong New
England accents made some
words hard to understand.”
“The heart
girlfriend”

felt

love for

his

‘I just love the action to this film”

“Great special effects.”
“Felt like we were in the 40’s.
Great cinimentoghraphy.”
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(DINNER)

3.

4.

3.5 STARS OUT OF 4!
This article is not written to slam
any businesses, but it is written
to make the public aware of
services the Jamestown area
residences are experiencing at
local eateries.
Evaluations are based on a 0 to 5
rating. A number 5 is the best
rating and a 0 rating is area
needing work. There is a total of
900 points to be scored. 50
points per line and there are 18
fields that are evaluated. Again,
these evaluations are not for the
intention for getting anybody fired
or to slam a business. It is a fact
finding mission.
Appetizers were the Jalapeno
Poppers,
Mac
&
Cheese
Poppers. The main Course was
Rodeo Burger, Mac & Cheese
Dog, Beefster Burger, Western
Burger, Monster Dog, German
Dog, Philly Dog, and Heat
Burger. There was no desert on
the menu.
MEET & GREET:
1. Convey the feeling that you
were a valued customer:
45 points 90.00%
2. Seat you and deliver menus in
a courteous manner:
43 points 86.00%
3. Was the staff properly attired?
43 points 86.00%
SERVER:
1. Suggest
a
beverage
or
specialty drink:
38 points 76.00%
2. Appear to be knowledgeable
about the menu items:

47 Points 94.00%
Remain attentive throughout
the dining experience:
49 Points 98.00%
Mention/Offer
Appetizer?
Options:
42 points 84.00%

HISTORY OF MUSCLE
CARS
Story & Photos by (tailfinsandchrome.com)

APPETIZER:
1. Serve the soup or salad within
a reasonable time:
42 Points 84.00%
2. Was
the
order
correct,
complete
and
properly
prepared?
50 points 100.00%

EARLY MUSCLE
ENTRÉE:
1. Were appropriate condiments
served?
48 Points 96.00%
2. Check back to ensure that your
meal was satisfactory:
43 Points 86.00%
3. Offer refills on beverage/drinks:
50 Points 100.00%
4. Was
the
order
correct,
complete
and
properly
prepared?
50 Points 100.00%
GENERAL:
1. Did they appear to be busy and
efficient in their work?
47 Points 94.00%
2. Were the tables properly
bussed?
45 Points 90%
3. Did the bartenders appear neat
and professional in their
appearance?
44 Points 88.00%
4. Did
the
overall
dining
experience meet or exceed
your expectations:
47 Points 94.00%
5. Were there enough employees
to take care of guests?
49Points 98.00%

TOTAL POINTS:
822 points 91.33%
It’s not often where I can say “Oh
my God” to food. I have to tell
you all if you get a chance you
need to try these Huge Hot Dogs
(Beef). THEY ARE THE BOMB!
We all LOVED them!

Opinions on the origin of the
muscle car vary, but the
1949 Oldsmobile Rocket 88,
created in response to public
interest in speed and power, is
often cited as the first of the
breed. It featured an innovative
and powerful new engine—
America’s
first
highcompression overhead valve V8
in the smaller lighter Oldsmobile
76/Chevy body for 6 cylinder
engines (as opposed to bigger
Olds 98 luxury body).
Musclecars magazine wrote: “the
idea of putting a full-size V8
under
the
hood
of
an
intermediate body and making it
run like Jesse Owens in Berlin
belongs to none other than
Oldsmobile… [The] all-new ohv
V8…Rocket engine quickly found
its way into the lighter 76 series
body, and in February 1949, the
new 88 series was born.”
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Steve Dulcich, writing in Popular
Hot
Rodding,
also
cites
Oldsmobile,
concurrently
with Cadillac,
as
having
“launched the modern era of the
high-performance V-8 with the
introduction of the “Rocket 88″
overhead-valve V8 in 1949.”
The article continued: “Walt
Woron of Motor Trend enjoyed
the ‘quick-flowing power…that
pins you to your seat and keeps
you there until you release your
foot from the throttle. Olds
dominated
the
performance
landscape in 1950, including wins
in the NASCAR Grand National
division, Daytona Speed Weeks,
and the 2100-plus-mile Carrera
Pan Americana. In France, an 88
won a production car race
at Spa-Franco champs. A husky
V8 in a cleanly styled, lightweight
coupe
body,
the
original
musclecar truly was the ’49 Olds
88.”
Jack Nerad wrote in Driving
Today: “the Rocket V-8 set the
standard for every American V-8
engine that would follow it for at
least three decades […] With a
displacement of 303 cubic inches
and topped by a two-barrel
carburetor, the first Rocket V-8
churned out 135 hp (101 kW;
137 PS) at 3,600 rpm and 263
pound-feet of torque at a lazy
1800 rpm and no mid-range car
in the world, save the Hudson
Hornet, came close to the Rocket
Olds performance potential.”
Nerad added that the Rocket 88
was “the hit of NASCAR’s 1950
season, winning eight of the 10
races. Given its lightning-like
success, one could clearly make
the case that the Olds 88 with its
135 horsepower V-8 was the first
‘musclecar.’

GROWTH OF THE TREND
Other manufacturers “showcased
performance hardware in flashy
limited-edition models. Chrysler
led the way with its 1955 C-300,
an inspired blend of Hemi power
and luxury-car trappings that fast
became the new star of
NASCAR. With 300 horsepower,
it was rightly advertised as
‘America’s
Most
Powerful
Car.'” (With a limited option 2 4barrel carburetors 355hp engine
also available)
Capable of accelerating from 0 to
60 mph in 9.8 seconds and
reaching 130 miles per hour, the
1955 Chrysler 300 is also
recognized as one of the besthandling cars of its era. Two
years
later
the Rambler
Rebel was the fastest stock
American
sedan,
according
to Motor Trend.

The popularity and performance
of muscle cars grew in the early
1960s,
as Mopar (Dodge,
Plymouth, and Chrysler) and
Ford battled for supremacy in
drag racing. The 1962 Dodge
Dart 413 cu in Max Wedge, for
example, could run a 13-second
1/4-mile dragstrip at over 100

miles per hour. By 1964, General
Motors’
lineup
boasted
Oldsmobile,
Chevrolet,
and
Pontiac muscle cars, and Buick
fielded a muscle car entry a year
later. For 1964 and 1965, Ford
had its 427 cu in Thunderbolts,
and Mopar unveiled the 426 cu in
Hemi
engine.
The Pontiac
GTO was an option package that
included Pontiac’s 389 cu in V8
engine, floor-shifted transmission
with Hurst shift
linkage,
and
special trim. In 1966 the GTO
became a model in its own right.
The project, spearheaded by
Pontiac division president John
DeLorean, technically violated
GM’s policy limiting its smaller
cars to 330 cu in displacement,
but the new model proved more
popular than expected and
inspired GM and its competitors
to produce numerous imitators.
The GTO itself was a response to
the Dodge
Polara 500
and
the Plymouth Sport Fury, which
in 1962 had been shrunk to
intermediates—at a time when
bigger was considered better.

American Motors, though late
entering the muscle car market
produced “an impressive array of
performance cars in a relatively
short time,” said Motor Trend.
“The first stirrings of AMC
performance came in 1965, when
the dramatic if ungainly Rambler
Marlin fastback was introduced to
battle the Ford Mustang and
Plymouth Barracuda.” Although
the Marlin was a flop in terms of
sales and initial performance,
AMC gained some muscle-car
credibility in 1967, when it made
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both the Marlin and the “more
pedestrian” Rebel available with
its
new
280 hp,
343 cu in
“Typhoon” V8. In 1968 the
company
offered
two pony
car muscle
car
contenders:
the Javelin and
its
truncated
variant, the AMX.
Although the sales of true muscle
cars were relatively modest by
total
Detroit
production
standards, they had value in
publicity and bragging rights.
Competition
between
manufacturers meant that buyers
had the choice of ever-more
powerful engines—a horsepower
war that peaked in 1970, with
some models advertising as
much as 450 hp.

TURNKEY DRAG
RACERS
Muscle cars attracted young
customers (and their parents)
into showrooms, and they bought
the
standard
editions
of
these mid-size cars. To enhance
the “halo” effect of these models,
the manufacturers modified some
of them into turn-key drag racers.
For example, Ford built 200
lightweight Ford Galaxies for
drag racing in 1963. All nonessential equipment was omitted.
Modifications included fiberglass
panels,
aluminum
bumpers,
traction bars, and a competitionspecification 427 cu in engine
factory-rated at a conservative
425 hp. This full-size car could
run the quarter mile in a little over
12 seconds. Also built in 1963
were 5,000 road-legal versions
that could be used every day.
(Ford claimed 0-60 in less than
6 seconds for the similarly
powered 1966 Galaxie 500XL
427.)

Another Ford lightweight was the
1964 Ford
Thunderbolt that
utilized
the mid-size Fairlane
body. A stock Thunderbolt could
run a quarter-mile at a drag
strip in
11.76 seconds
at
122.7 mph, and
Gas
Ronda
dominated
the NHRA World
Championship with a best time of
11.6 seconds at 124 mph. The
Thunderbolt included the 427
engine with special exhausts—
though technically legal for street
use, the car was too raucous for
the public roads—”not suitable”,
according to a Hot Rod magazine
quote, “for driving to and from the
strip, let alone on the street in
everyday use”; also massive
traction bars, asymmetrical rear
springs, and a trunk-mounted 95pound bus battery to maximize
traction
from
what
was
realistically 500 bhp. Sun visors,
exterior mirror, sound-deadener,
armrests, jack, and lug wrench
were omitted to save weight. The
car
was
given
lightweight Plexiglas windows,
and
early
versions
had fiberglass front body panels
and bumpers, later changed to
aluminum
to
meet
NHRA
regulations. Base
price
was $3,780. A total of 111
Thunderbolts were built, and
Ford contracted Dearborn Steel
Tubing to help with assembly.

Chevrolet Division constructed 57
Impalas equipped with option
package RPOZ-11. The RPOZ11 was the only automobile ever
built by Chevrolet Motor Division
expressly for drag racing. The
RPOZ-11 option package added
$1237.40 to the vehicle base
price. This package included a
specially modified W series 409
engine, now displacing 427 cubic
inches and officially rated at
430 bhp. Actual horsepower was
approximately
480-520
depending on the state of tune
and the available fuel. The
engine featured a compression
ratio of 13.5:1 and was thus
subject to stringent high-octane
requirements in order to be tuned
as
to
develop
maximum
horsepower.
The
RPOZ-11
package included other vehicle
performance
modifications;
amongst them were numerous
weight
reduction
features,
including
aluminum
hood,
fenders,
fan
shroud
and
bumpers, the removal of sound
deadening material and creature
comforts such as the heater and
radio. A two piece intake
manifold, special cylinder heads,
exhaust manifolds, pistons, deep
sump oil pan, and cowl induction
air intake system were also
installed, along with numerous
other subtle but significant racing
features. A number of RPOZ-11
equipped Impala coupes are
purported to have run low 11
second elapsed times during the
1963 racing season. The RPOZ11 package was discontinued in
1964, when General Motors
elected
to
discontinue
involvement
in
all
racing
programs.

General
Motors’
Chevrolet
division likewise produced limited
production run full size Impala
coupes featuring the RPOZ-11
option. In 1963 General Motors’

The 1964 Dodge 426 Hemi
Lightweight
produced
over
500 bhp. This “top drag racer”
had
an
aluminum
hood,
lightweight
front
bumpers,
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fenders,
doors
and
lower
valance,
magnesium
front
wheels, lightweight Dodge van
seat, Lexan side windows, one
windshield wiper and no sun
visors or sound deadening. Like
other lightweights of the era it
came
with
a
factory
disclaimer: Designed
for
supervised acceleration trials.
Not recommended for general
everyday driving because of the
compromises in the all-round
characteristics which must be
made for this type of vehicle.
Also too “high-strung” for the
street was Chrysler’s smallvolume-production 1965 drag
racer, the 550 bhp Plymouth
Satellite 426 Hemi. Although the
detuned 1966 version (the factory
rating underestimated it at
425 bhp) has been criticized for
poor brakes and cornering, Car
and Driver described it as “the
best
combination
of
brute
performance and tractable street
manners we’ve ever driven.” The
car’s understated appearance
belied
its
“ultra-supercar”
performance: it could run a 13.8second quarter mile at 104 mph.
Base price was $3,850.
Chevrolet likewise eschewed
flamboyant stripes for their 1969
Chevelle COPO 427. The car
could run a 13.3 sec. quarter-mile
at 108 mph. Chevrolet rated the
engine
at
425 hp,
but
the NHRA claimed
a
truer
450 hp. It has been said that the
1969 COPO Chevelles were
“among the most feared muscle
cars of any day. And they didn’t
need any badges.” Base price
was $3,800.
For 1970 Chevrolet offered the
Chevelle SS 454, also at a base
price of $3,800. The “muscle car
summit”, its 454 cu in engine was

rated at 450 hp, the highest-ever
factory rating at that time. Car
Life magazine wrote: “It’s fair to
say that the Supercar as we
know it may have gone as far as
its going.”

YOUTH MARKET AND
“BUDGET MUSCLE”
The general trend towards higher
performance in factory-stock cars
reflected the importance of the
youth market. A key appeal of
muscle cars was that they offered
the burgeoning American car
culture relatively affordable and
powerful street performance in
models that could also be used
for drag racing. But as size,
optional equipment and luxury
appointments increased, engines
had to be more powerful to
maintain performance levels, and
the
cars
became
more
expensive.

In response to rising cost and
weight, a secondary trend
towards more basic “budget”
muscle cars emerged in 1967
and 1968—e.g. the “original
budget Supercar” Plymouth Road
Runner; also the Plymouth GTX,
that at base price of $3,355,
offered “as much performanceper-dollar as anything on the
market,
and
more
than
most”, the Dodge Super Bee and
other variants. Manufacturers
also offered bigger engines in
their compact models, sometimes
making them lighter, roomier, and

faster than their own pony-car
lines.
The
340 cu in
powered
1970 Plymouth Duster was one
of these smaller, more affordable
cars. Based on the compactsized Plymouth
Valiant and
priced at $2,547, the 340 Duster
posted a 6.0-second 0-60 mph
(97 km/h) time and ran the
quarter mile in 14.7 seconds at
94.3 mph
(151.8 km/h). This
“reasonably
fast”
compact
muscle car had a stiff, slightly
lowered suspension which, in the
view of Hot Rod magazine at the
time, let the car “ride in an
acceptable fashion”. However, an
retrospective article by Consumer
Guide refers to “a punishing ride”
and trim that was “obviously lowbudget.” The 1970 model came
with front disc brakes and without
hood scoops. The only highperformance cues were dual
exhausts
and
modest
decals. Tom
Gale,
former
Chrysler vice president of design,
describes the car as “a
phenomenal success. It had a
bulletproof chassis, was relatively
lightweight, and had a good
power
train.
These
were
200,000-mile
cars.”
Hot
Rod rated the Duster “one of the
best, if not the best, dollar buy in
a performance car” in 1970.

American
Motors’
mid-sized
1970 Rebel Machine, developed
in
consultation
with Hurst
Performance, was also built for
normal street use. It had a
390 cu in
engine
developing
340 hp
a
“moderate
performer” that gave a 0-60 mph
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time of 6.8 seconds and a quarter
mile
in
14.4 seconds
at
99 mph. Early examples came in
“patriotic” red, white and blue.
Jack Nerad wrote in Driving
Today that it was “a straight-up
competitor to the GTO, et al. …
the engine was upgraded to
340 hp a four-barrel Motorcraft
carburetor and other hot rod
trickery. The torque figure was
equally prodigious—430 poundfeet at a lazy 3600 rpm. In this
car the engine was practically the
entire story.” With four-speed
manual transmission, the car
“could spring from zero to
60 miles per hour in just
6.4 seconds…” In Nerad’s view
the car “somehow, someway
deserves to be considered
among the Greatest Cars of All
Time.” A retrospective Mopar
Muscle
magazine
article
described, “But by far the most
stunning thing for a car with this
level
of
performance
and
standard equipment was the
sticker of just $3,475.”
For comparison, the “plain
wrapper” 1969 Plymouth Road
Runner, Motor Trend magazine’s
Car of the Year, ran a 14.7
quarter at 100.6 mph with the
standard 383 cu in engine after
the
addition
of
a
highperformance
factory camshaft plus
nonstandard,
high-performance
induction
and
exhaust manifolds, carburetor an
d slick tires. In this form the car
cost $3,893. In 1968 Dodge’s
$3,027 Super Bee ran a 15second quarter at 100 mph
(160 km/h) on street tires with the
same engine, only stock.
Furthermore,
the
340 cu in
powered
1968
Plymouth
Barracuda 4-seater, which Hot
Rod magazine categorized as “a

supercar, without any doubt
attached…also a ‘pony car’, a
compact and a workhorse” with
enough rear seat leg and head
room for “passengers to ride
back there without distress” and
“a flip-up door to the trunk area
for ferrying some pretty sizeable
loads of cargo”, was a “sizeable
threat on the drag strip”:
13.33 seconds at 106.50 mph.
Base price was $2,796.00. Price
as tested by Hot Rod: $3,652.

DECLINE
The automotive safety lobby led
by Ralph Nader decried offering
powerful cars for public sale,
particularly when targeted at
young buyers: the power of many
muscle cars underlined their
marginal brakes, handling, and
tire adhesion. In response, the
automobile insurance industry
levied surcharges on all highpowered models, an added cost
that put many muscle cars out of
reach of their intended buyers.
Simultaneously, efforts to combat
air pollution—a problem that
grew more complicated in 1973
when the OPEC oil embargo led
to price controls and gasoline
rationing—focused
Detroit’s
attention on emissions control.
A majority of musclecars came
optioned with high-compression
powerplant – some as high as
11:1.
Prior
to
the
oil
embargo, 100-octane
fuel was
common (e.g. Sunoco 260, Esso
Extra,
Chevron
Custom
Supreme, Super Shell, Texaco
Sky
Chief,
Amoco
Super
Premium, Gulf No-nox) until the
passage of the Clean Air Act of
1970 where octane ratings were
lowered to 91 – due in part to the
removal of tetraethyl lead as a
valve
lubricant.
Unleaded
gasoline was phased in.

With all these forces against it,
the market for muscle cars
rapidly evaporated. Horsepower
began to drop in 1971 as engine
compression
ratios
were
reduced.
High-performance
engines
like
Chrysler’s 426
Hemi were discontinued, and all
but
a
handful
of
other
performance
models
were
discontinued or transformed into
soft personal luxury cars. Some
nameplates e.g. Chevrolet’s SS
or Oldsmobile’s 442 would
become
sport
appearance
packages (known in the mid to
late 1970s as the vinyl and decal
option – Plymouth’s Road
Runner was an upscale decor
package for their Volare coupes).
One of the last to succumb, a car
that Car and Driver dubbed “The
Last of the Fast Ones”, was
Pontiac’s Trans
Am
SD455
model of 1973–1974. In 1975 its
performance
was
markedly
reduced, although it remained in
production through 2002 and was
made powerful again from 1993
onwards.
American
performance
cars
began to make a return in the
1980s. Owing to increases in
production costs and tighter
regulations governing pollution
and safety, these vehicles were
not designed to the formula of the
traditional low-cost muscle cars.
The introduction of electronic fuel
injection and overdrive
transmission for the remaining
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1960s muscle-car survivors—the
Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Camaro
and Pontiac Firebird—helped
sustain a market share for them
alongside personal luxury coupes
with performance packages, i.e.
the Buick Regal T-Type or Grand
National, Ford Thunderbird Turbo
Coupe and Chevrolet Monte
Carlo SS circa 1983-88.

2016 DEVILS RUN
Letter received to Stan Orness (James
Valley Street Machines)

HELLO EVERYONE!!
I know rooms are getting scarce
for “North America’s Hottest Car
Show/Rod Run” Devils Run June
rd
th
th
3 , 4 & 5 , 2016. Our Lake
Region State College is opening
up dorm rooms again for this
year’s event, rooms can be
reserved
by
going
to
http://www.lrsc.edu/discoverlrsc/devils-run and the price is
right! The old Walmart building
has been remodeled into a mall;
they will also have activities as
part of Devils Run. They are also
welcoming parking for selfcontained motor homes and
campers.
We are working on some great
entertainment and will make
announcements as soon as we
get contracts back.
If you need a 2016 entry forms to
save $10. By being preregistered you can print one off at
http://www.greaterdakotaclassics.
com/events/2016/2016Flyer.pdf
Also:
Randy
Kilback
and
Kathy
Emerson
have
purchased
Masters Auctions from previous
owner, George Masters. They will

continue with the Classic Car
th
Auction June 4 in Devils Lake
during the Devil’s Run, along with
the Motor Magic Classic Car
Auction September 4th in Minot.
Randy and Kathy have been
involved in the classic and
collector car auction arena for the
past 25 years. Working for
several auction companies, such
as: Specialty Auto Auctions, BT
Street Rods out of Reno, Hot
August Nights, Kool Deadwood
Nights, Silver Auctions, ICA,
Pioneer Auto Museum Auctions,
Vanderbrink Auctions, and of
course, Devils Run and the Motor
Magic Classic Car Auction!
Over the years, these auctions
have taken them from Tri Cities,
WA to Reno and Las Vegas, NV
to Fountain Hills & Phoenix, east
to Houston over to Louisville
north to Val Paraiso, IN,
numerous sales in Iola, WI (home
of Old Cars Weekly Magazine)
over to Loveland and Fort
Collins, Co to Minneapolis, MN to
Murdo and Deadwood, SD and
many places in between! Randy
had the pleasure of working with
one of his dear associates,
Vanderbrink Auctions, in Pierce,
NE for the largest one-of-a-kind
Lambrecht Chevrolet auction.
This particular auction boasted
brand new Vintage Chevrolet’s
from the 50’s and 60’s still on
MSOs’! World records were set in
Pierce that day which included
the 20,000 spectators from all
over of the world attending and
aired nationally by the History
Channel.
Randy and Kathy have had the
great pleasure of working with so
many outstanding people over
the past 25 years and look
forward to taking on this new
endeavor and working with and
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meeting many more great people
over the next 25!
Please feel free to contact us if
you
have
any
questions
concerning the Devils Run or
Motor
Magic
Classic
Car
Auction: Randy Kilback (701)
227-0746 or Kathy Emerson
(701) 720-2908.

CAMARO 1LE VS
MUSTANG GT350
Chevrolet Says “Bring It On!”

would punch back. I will tell you
this car is three seconds faster
than the previous 1LE.”

Story & Photos by Steven Rupp (Hot Rod
Magazine)

Of course the other big news was
that a version of the 1LE would
be offered for the V-6 Camaros
as well. “We’re plowing new
ground with the V6 1LE, and for
the SS 1LE, our initial target
benchmark
was
the
fifthgeneration 1LE. But, obviously,
Ford came out with their GT350
and we changed our sights.
We’re not worried,” remarked
Oppenheiser.

Email:
masterauctionsnd@gmail.com

RIP Jason Moszer

Ok, so it’s no secret that the pony
car wars just keep getting hotter
and hotter with Chevrolet and
Ford fighting for dominance on
the track. To be honest we like it
this way since the net result is
that everyone ends up with
faster, more capable, rides. It
wasn’t long after Ford announced
details on their new GT350
Mustang, obviously a shot across
the bow of the new sixth-gen
Camaro, before things heated up.
Well, Chevrolet has fired back
and they don’t seem too
concerned that their new 1LE
2017 Camaro will best the new
GT350 on the road course. As Al
Oppenheiser,
chief
Camaro
engineer, recently stated about
the 1LE beating the GT350,

“That’s obviously our intent. I
have the answer, but I’ll let the
rest of you decide how we did.
Our goal is to up the game with
our competitor, just like they
upped the game with the GT350.
Everyone had to expect we
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CLASSIC CAR REVIEW
DODGE SUPER-BEE 1968-1970
Story & Photos by (Muscle Car Fan
Magazine)

The first generation Super Bee
was made from 1968 to 1970 and
introduce to the public at the
Detroit auto show in 1968.
Plymouth Road Runner was
selling so well that Chrysler
Corporation decided the model
needed some competition within
the company. The Dodge division
saw this as a chance to break
into the muscle car market. The
“super Bee” became the lowest
priced vehicle offered by Chrysler
Dodge Division - it was styled
along the same lines as the Road
Runner.

Outwardly the two cars are very
similar; the Super Bee is slightly
heavier - about 65lbs with a
wheel base slightly longer at 117”
as compared to the Road
Runners 116”.On the outside the
Dodge has large wheel openings,
fancy grill, and in the rear the
Bee stripe with ornate tail lights.
One other feature distinguishes
the Dodge “Bee” and the
Plymouth “Road Runner” the
“Super Bee’ has three die cast
chrome plated logo medallions;
one on the rear of the car and
two in front.

The dashboard instrument cluster
and sophisticated gauges are
similar to the Chargers. The car
has heavy duty suspension on
the high performance tires while
on the body the tail section sports
the distinctive Bee logo and
racing stripe. The 1968 model
came in a coupe body style only
and was basically equipped with
an automatic or you could have
chosen the Mopar A-833 four
speed or a floor mounted four
speed with a Hurst Competitionplus shift stick and Hurst linkage.
The basic engine available was a
bi block 335 hp 383 magnum
developing 335 hp or you could
kick it up a few notches and
install a 426 Hemi with a 425 hp
rating. There were only 125 of
the hemi engine sold. For the big
buck a big block 440 cu in was
also available with 390 hp.

In 1969 a hardtop was offered
besides the coupe along with an
optional functional twin-scope air
induction system mounted on the
hood. The base engine remained
a 383 high performance or you
could choose from two optional
engines; a 440 with three two
barrel carbs or “Six-pack” and the
high end 426 Hemi. This year
saw a tax applied to all the
muscle cars as well as any other
vehicles
with
large
fuel
consuming engines. The sales
went down in 1969 and continued
a downward spiral into 1970
models.
With the 1970 model Super Bee
came some cosmetic changes

such as a twin loop front bumper
Dodge christened “bumble bee
wings” as well an optional - “cstripe” variation of the bumble
bee stripe on the trunk lid. Interior
changes included high back
bucket seats, a column mounted
ignition switch, and a pistol grip
style shifter handle on the
optional four speed.

The second generation “Bee”
saw a slight increase in sales
over the first generation for the
budget
priced
muscle
car
although only 22 units were sold
with the hemi option; this option
was shelved until it became
available again in the 2007 Super
Bee. This was the only year to
offer a small block 340 cu in
which 275 hp had with only 26
units built.
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CLASSIC CAR REVIEW
FORD MUSTANG
1969-1970 The Boss 429
Story & Photos by (Muscle Car Fan
Magazine.

The Ford Motor Company
developed an engine then they
looked for the best place to put it
for testing. The new power plant
has a 429 cu in displacement and
is based on the earlier Ford 385
engine. Four bolt main bearings
with a forged steel crank-shaft
and forged steel connecting rods
are used in the engine blocks.
Hydraulic lifters are in the 1969
models but for 1970 they have a
camshaft with mechanical lifters
and an upgraded dual exhaust
system but both can still develop
the same horse power. Passages
for the oil and water are sealed
with an “O” ring at each cylinder.
The heads have a type of
modified
hemispherical
combustion chamber that Ford
calls “The Blue Crescent.” There
is a Holly four barrel with a rating
of 735 CFM bolted to an
aluminum intake manifold. The
valve covers are made of
magnesium and these earliest
engines are reputed to be more
powerful than the later “T” and
“A” code replacements. This
engine is an experiment by Ford
to produce a Hemi type power
plant to rival the Chrysler 426
Hemi doing so well on NASCAR
circuits. NASCAR homologation
regulations at the time required
that the engine be available in a
minimum of 500 vehicles for sale

on the retail market during each
year.
The Mustang was the vehicle
Ford chose to put the engine into
and “Boss 429 Mustang” is the
chosen moniker. For the two
years that the 429 is in
production there are a total of
859 units of
the engine
manufactured. Ford out-sourced
the needed modifications on
Mach I and Cobra Jet shells to
Kar Kraft who were active in a
number of Ford Mustang projects
at the time. The engine
compartment must be modified to
accommodate the exceptionally
large hemi block. Kar Kraft
shortens the front suspension
mounts, widens the shock towers
and extends the inner fenders to
allow the block with exhaust
manifolds to fit. There is no room
for a battery under the hood so it
is mounted in the trunk and a
ridged ¾’ sway bar is added in
the rear to beef up the handling
of the front heavy car. The Boss
429 is the first Mustang fitted with
a rear sway bar which improves
the track performance greatly
over any other big block Mustang
model of that era. The engine
has an oil cooler and the 3.9:1
rear axle is equipped with the
“Traction-Lock”
limited
slip
differential. The Hurst shifter is
standard equipment in 1970 but
because of the engines size no
air conditioning is available for
either year.

The Boss 429’s all black interior
features
an
8,000
RPM
tachometer, the AM radio and

has a hand lever to operate the
hood mounted air scoop which is
the largest ever used on a
Mustang. There is a front spoiler
with a lower profile than the Boss
302 version and the two racing
mirrors are color coded. No 429
came with factory installed rear
window louvers.

The 1970 model features an
expanded choice of paint and
sports matt black scoops on all
body colors. There was an
extremely rare six pack complete
with intake and carburetors
available as a dealer installed
option but only two units were
installed. There were 499 units
produced in 1970 and can be
worth in excess of $500,000.00
before restoration.

There were three different 429
engines manufactured during its
two year production. The “S”
code 429 is the first version and it
is assembled with a host of high
performance parts but it has
warrantee issues, possibly due to
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incorrect assembly. The 429
engine is revised and the “T”
code is the replacement with a
host of lighter duty internal parts.
Reaching the end of production
the “A” code 429 is the last
variation with a new valve train
and more pollution control
equipment than the earlier
engines. All of the 429 power
plants produced during the two
years were very under rated at
375 hp but will have no problem
producing 600 plus horse power
with a little tweaking. The Boss
428 engine is highly regarded
with each unit revised by Kar
Kraft getting a NASCAR “KK”
number placed on the driver’s
door. The first unit produced has
the number KK 1201 and the last
is KK 2558.

CLASSIC CAR REVIEW
1957 STUDEBAKER SILVER
HAWK
Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars
Weekly)

car but hadn’t titled it … So we
made arrangements to go get it
two weeks later and we went
down with four guys and a trailer
and we couldn’t budge the car.
We couldn’t move it. It took a
come-along to get it out of the
garage … We winched it onto the
trailer and took it home.”

A lot of longtime old car guys
have found out that if you look
long enough and hard enough for
a car, the break you are hoping
for will probably come eventually.
And good fortune usually shows
up when you least expect it.
Such was the case for Tom
Upham, of Janesville, Wis., who
spotted a strange ad back in
2009 offering to trade a 1957
Studebaker for a pontoon boat.
“At the time we were looking for a
’53 Studebaker because that was
my very first car when I got out of
the Navy,” Upham recalled. “We
happened to see this little ad in
some magazine. I called the guy
and told him I didn’t have a
pontoon boat, but I was
interested in looking at the car.”
The car was located in Cicero, a
suburb of Chicago, and Upham
picked a miserable winter day to
go check it out. “We went down
there to look at it and it was
buried in a garage. We had to
shovel snow to get in the garage.
It was like 20-below [zero] — it
was in January. We were able to
find out that the engine was free
on it so we made an offer and the
guy took the offer, and when he
got ready to sign the paperwork
over he had the title from the
original owner... He bought the

The black 1957 Silver Hawk
clearly hadn’t been driven in
many years. Upham never found
out exactly how long it had sat
idle, but the Studebaker was in
remarkable original condition and
100 percent intact. Upham
believes the car may have had
one repaint, but no other
restoration efforts. Once he got it
running, each trip in the car was
like a ride back into the 1950s.
“We’re not sure about the paint,
but it looks really good. Even the
inside of the trunk looks this way,
so if they painted it, whoever
painted it, they did an excellent
job. Even the inside of the doors
look like the outside,” Upham
notes. “The interior is original.
The inside and dash and
everything have never been
painted … All we did was washed
and wax it.
“We got it back and got it running
and since them we’ve rebuilt the
transmission. It’s unusual in that
it’s a ’57 Silver with automatic
transmission, power brakes and
[power] steering both. So two
years ago we took it to Colorado
to the International Studebaker
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Meet and we drove the car out
there. We had it judged and we
came home with a second place
trophy… People were amazed at
how original it is.”

That journey wasn’t without one
setback, however. “We had a
good trip; except for about two
hours out [on the way back] we
threw a rod … so we ended up
having to rebuild the engine.”
Upham figures the engine issue
was a relatively small price to pay
to own one of the most beautiful
and technologically advanced
machines of its time. With cars
like the wonderful Silver Hawk
rolling off its assembly lines for
1957, it’s hard to imagine how
Studebaker
was
actually
hemorrhaging money at the time
and forced to eventually merge
with Packard. In 1963, the oncemighty Studebaker plant in South
Bend, Ind., was shuttered and
the marque itself finally went the
way of the dodo bird in early
1966 with final production in
Hamilton, Ontario.
Studebaker hoped the Hawk
series would help turn business
around when the model lineup

arrived for 1956. The sexy,
sophisticated styling was the
calling card for four new cars in
the Studebaker lineup: the Flight
Hawk, Power Hawk, Sky Hawk
and top-tier Golden Hawk. The
cars were fitted with unique
fiberglass tail fins, had fancy
upright radiator shell designs,
sporty low profiles and lively
performance. But a year later, for
1957, the company replaced the
Flight Hawk, Power Hawk and
Sky Hawk with the new pillared
coupe Silver Hawk. Buyers could
opt for either the 289-cid
President V-8 engine or the base
six-cylinder
found
in
the
Champion line. The Silver Hawk
was similar in looks to the topline Golden Hawk, but featured
less chrome and no scoop on the
hood. The Golden Hawk was
also available only as a hardtop
and came standard with a beltdriven supercharger.

By 1959, the Silver Hawk was the
only Hawk still flying. In 1960,
Studebaker dropped the Silver
label and went back to calling the
model simply the Hawk.
Upham’s car was one of 9,607
Silver Hawks built for 1957. It
would have carried a base price
of $2,263 before any options
were added and tipped the
scales at about 3,200 lbs.
The overhead-valve, four-barrel
289 under the hood pushed out
210 or 225 hp. The large fins
were now made of metal and had

a concave shape with a pointed
bullet behind the door opening
that pointed at a horizontal body
molding. Four finned brake
drums did the stopping and a
Twin
Traction
limited-slip
differential was optional on V-8equipped cars. Power steering
was also optional, as were power
brakes, air conditioning and an
automatic transmission to replace
the standard three-on-the-tree.

“I had a ’51 [Studebaker] Champ
at the time and I was looking for
a car to drive,” Upham said of his
decision to pursue his Silver
Hawk. “A Studebaker was my
very first car and over the years
we had a ’53 and we had a ’61
Lark, which my wife drove for a
while … Then we had a ‘51
‘bullet nose’ and a ‘62 GT that
was kind of a lost cause. When I
got out the military in ’59 the first
car I bought was a 1953
Studebaker and I’ve always liked
them.”
Upham hasn’t found out much
about the earl history of his car,
but he did get some help from
factory records.
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“We went to the Studebaker
Museum and asked if they could
give us an idea when it was
built,” he said. “The car was built
Oct. 23, 1956 and the build sheet
and everything on it matched:
Black, red and white interior, 289
V-8 with four-barrel, and had
power steering, power bakes and
automatic transmission. It had
dual antennas — we broke one
off yesterday! We put some side
mirrors on it. There were no side
mirrors on it. In ’57 that was an
option. That’s the only thing I’ve
really added to it … We put stuff
like tires and belts and that sort
of stuff. And we drive it.”

drive it all around and I go to all
the local car shows. It was on a
trailer once when it broke down,
but it’s never been on a trailer
since.”

From the moment he climbed into
his 1961 Comet S-22 and parked
his backside in the backseat, the
Stoughton, Wis., has been
smitten with his sweet little
Mercury. Even back then, 38
years ago, he knew he was
picking an odd car to get
attached to, but he couldn’t help
it. He was a Comet fan.
“I was 17 years old and I was
hitchhiking home from work back
in 1977 and a buddy of mine
stopped and picked me up. It was
in Madison, Wis., and I didn’t
have a car,” recalls Macho with a
grin. “So he picks me up and I sat
in the backseat and loved the
interior and thought it looked
great, and I asked him if he was
thinking about selling the car and
he said not right now. So I said,
‘Let me know when you’re going
to sell it.’”
The owner wasn’t in the mode to
let the Comet go, but that didn’t
stop Macho from trying again
later.

One of those trips last summer
included a morning run to the Iola
Old Car Show in Iola, Wis.,
where it attracted plenty of
admirers.

CLASSIC CAR REVIEW
1961 MERCURY COMET S-22
Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars
Weekly Magazine)

“It’s very enjoyable and fun to
drive, it’s a head turner. If you are
going to see a ’57 Hawk, it’s
usually a Golden Hawk. You see
very few Silvers. There aren’t too
many around,” Upham said. “I

For Craig Macho, it was love at
first sit.

“Later that next spring I was
walking home and I walked by his
house and it was sitting in his
driveway all covered with snow
… I still didn’t have a car
[laughs]. So I stopped and
knocked on his door and said,
‘What’s up with the car?’ and he
said, ‘The transmission doesn’t
work anymore.’ I asked him if he
was still interested in selling it
and he said yeah. I said how
much do you want for it and he
said 50 bucks, so I went home
and got 50 bucks, went back and
my brother-in-law helped me get
it back on the road. He went to a
junkyard,
picked
up
a
transmission for 50 bucks and
away I went.
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“So yeah, I bought a 17-year-old
car that was broke. But I was
thrilled.”

rechromed and polished up all
the trim. I’ve collected a lot of
parts for it. I’m always looking for
parts. Any time I find Comet parts
I buy them.”

Thirty-eight years later Macho
still has his Comet and the car
looks fantastic. Macho has
performed a bit of a slow, rolling
restoration on the S-22 over the
years, swapping in a new engine
once and repainting the car white
twice. It was his daily driver for a
time, but once he could afford a
second car, Macho has faithfully
parked his Comet during the
winter months; certain that he
wanted to keep it as his hobby
car well into his own retirement.
“Back when I bought it I needed a
car, but I also wanted a cool car
and a collectible car and I liked
the size of it. I knew it wasn’t
going to be highly sought after
and it was unique and highly
original and somewhat rare.
That’s what I liked about it,” he
says. “It was in good shape.
There were a couple little rust
holes in the back, but the fenders
were fine. It was complete and
there was no rust-through on the
floors or anything like that. It was
relatively easy on the bodywork.
“I had it painted in ’84. They did
all the bodywork in ’84 but,
unfortunately, they painted it a
little different white than I wanted.
It was a little too white, so I lived
with that for a while, and then in
’97 I had it painted again and this
time they used the correct color
white. I had all the bumpers

willing to roll around in an early
1960s car during his teen years.
There were millions of compact
cars on the streets by then as the
gas crunch raged and economy
car boom hit, but not many of
those little cars were from 1961.

From what little Macho could
gather about his Comet’s past,
the car had spent at least some
of its life in Florida, which no
doubt helped preserve its body
and undercarriage. Somehow the
car ended up in Wisconsin in the
1970s, eventually landing with
the sister of the man Macho
eventually bought it from.

That 1961 model year marked
the sophomore season for
FoMoCo’s Comet nameplate. By
then the company had already
changed courses with the model,
which was built as a twin to the
Ford Falcon and ticketed to be
part of the Edsel family tree.
With the Edsel quickly needing
life support, however, the Comet
was handed over to the Mercury
Division, even if you couldn’t tell
by looking at it. Those first
couple years, there was no
Mercury badging to be found on
the Comets. Mercury churned out
more than 183,000 Comets for
the
1961
buying
season,
including about 14,000 equipped
with the S-22 sport package.

“But in the late ‘70s it wasn’t
much of a collectible car back
then,” he chuckles. “Nobody was
really keeping them. They were
just an old used car.”

“The S-22 was a trim package,”
Macho notes. “It’s got the bucket
seats, the fancier full wheel
covers, bigger engine.”

Macho jokes that he was one of
the only kids his age that was

The engine upgrade was a 170cid/101-hp inline six-cylinder with
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a one-barrel carburetor. The
standard Comet mill was a 144.3cid inline six rated at 85 hp. Other
available
options
included:
Heater and defroster ($74.30);
back-up lights ($10.70); padded
instrument panel and visors
($22.40); two-tone paint ($19.40);
push-button
radio
($56.80);
electric tailgate window ($29.90);
whitewall tires, on passenger car
($43.40;
tinted
windshield
($10.30); wheel covers ($16);
windshield washers ($13.70); and
two-speed electric windshield
wipers ($9.65). A three-speed
manual
transmission
was
standard.
Ford-O-Matic
automatic was optional.

The dash in Macho’s car still has
the original paint, but the rest of
the interior has been restored
since ’77. The gauges and
steering wheel are all original as
well.
“The dual antennas, that is my
own interpretation,” Macho says.
“When I first got it and had it
painted I had them weld the
antenna mount shut on the front
fender — like when you ordered
a radio delete. Then you didn’t
have a hole in the fender. I knew
these had antennas available
and thought they would look cool,
so it was my interpretation of
what should have been done.
You can get those antennas for
this car. It came with a template
for this car.
“It has backup lamps, too, which
are pretty rare — this style. The
backup lamps are from the Edsel,
because Comets were supposed
to be Edsel’s.”

“It’s got the 170 [engine], twospeed automatic. It’s got a
transistor radio — all the Comets
had the tube radio,” Macho
notes. “It’s got bucket seats,
console
…
dual
mount
antennas.”

Macho knew little or nothing
about Comets were he made one
his first car back when he was
17. Since then he has become an
expert on the subject. He’s
picked up a couple more 1961
Comets over the years while
scavenging parts. “You can’t
have too many Comet parts. I
bought one car just because it
had the right gas cap!”

The S-22 designation for the
Comet two-door sedans was
short-lived. For 1962 the sport

package was renamed the
Comet Special. A year later the
Comet’s whole persona was
changed with the availability of V8 power. Convertible and hardtop
models also joined the Comet
lineup.
Macho has definitely found the
1961 models to be far scarcer
birds than the second-generation
(1965-65) and third-gen (196669) Comets, and that’s the way
he likes it. If fact, it was his hope
all along.
“It’s usually the only ‘61 S-22 at a
show. You don’t see ‘61s very
often,” he says. “The ‘63s were
more popular because you could
get a V-8 and you could get a
ragtop and they were a little more
performance-oriented. This one,
underneath the pretty exterior is
a pretty mundane car. It doesn’t
go fast. It’s just an economy car.”
“The number one comment I get
is “my mother, grandmother,
grandfather, aunt, uncle … all
had one.’ Everyone knows
somebody who had one, but
nobody has one themselves
anymore! [Laughs].”
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WANTED: ‘57 Cadillac body and
interior parts. Mainly seats and
bumpers. Dallas 701-436-6399
WANTED: ‘53 Olds left fender 88
or 98 will work, complete. Green
would be a bonus! Dallas 701436-6399
Macho still gets lots of use from
his Comet, frequently appearing
at car shows around his home
state of Wisconsin, including a
trip last summer to the Iola Old
Cars Show in Iola, Wis. As
always, the road trip was half the
fun.
“It rides nice down the highway.
It’s got a nice long wheelbase so
it cruises really nice. It gets
decent mileage and it’s a cute
car,” he says.

WANTED: 1955-59 step-side
pickup. Must be all complete,
ready to drive. Prefer: Chevy
Apache, 350 CU or less, no 6 cyl,
and color of red, white, and blue,
auto Trans, hwy gears. Call or
text Duane 701-425-5358

SWAP SHOP

WANTED: 46-47 Ford 1/2 ton
pickup for restoration project.
Paul 701-360-3190

Eventually, Macho figures he’ll
pull the Comet off the road for a
while and give it a proper and
official restoration. He figures the
little Mercury has earned such
treatment after serving him so
well over the years.

WANTED: 1959 Impala steering
wheel. (Good Condition) Horn
ring also if possible. Myron 701367-9070
WANTED: running/good 392
Hemi and a 1957/58 Chrysler
parts car. Mark #767, 701-7995090
Swap Shop ads are taken from James Valley
Street Machine members, NDSRA “Street
Talking” magazine, “Cars for Sale in
Jamestown” on Facebook.

And it all started when he tried to
thumb a ride home at the age of
17.
“Yeah,”
Macho
concludes,
“thanks for not buying me a car
Mom!”

WANTED:
Cruise
control
vacuum servo (350 engine) for a
1974 Monte Carlo. Bill 701-7207183

WANTED: Garnish molding for
‘33-’35 Chevy Std. or ‘33-’34
Chevy master. 3 or 5 window
coupe, 2 or 4 door sedan,
windshield, and side glass,
whatever you have. Tom 701258-4805
WANTED: Hood for 1948 1-ton
Chevy Panel; speedometer and
any other odd parts. Kern Shull
701-341-7174

WANTED: 4.3 Chevy V-6
carbureted w/ fuel pump on
block. Dave 701-274-8975
WANTED: ‘68 Chevy C10 Short
wheel base pickup. Would prefer
a project, but will consider
anything. Nate 701-471 3350
WANTED: ‘51 Cadillac 2 door
project car. Any condition will be
considered. Nate 701-471-3350
FOR SALE: 1941 Ford gas truck.
Needs total resto. 701-436-6399
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FOR SALE: 49-51 Merc. Parts. 3
- 49/50 bumper cores, $100 ea.
Hood hinges (great condition),
$150.00 for all 6 pieces. Pair
NOS trunk hinges, $125.00/pair.
Keyed 50/51 ignition switch,
$35.00+Shipping. Sterling 701349-3913
FOR SALE: 1940 Packard 110,
rare 2 door sedan. Complete but
rusty; challenging but buildable.
Have original title in previous
owner’s name. $1500. Larry 218463-4510
or
hotrods37@outlook.com
FOR SALE: Dual carburetor
setup on Oppenheimer intake for
230 or 250 Chevy 6 cylinder.
$325.00. Bill 701-720-7183
FOR SALE: 200-4R auto tranny
$300.00. Bill 701-720-7183
FOR SALE: 1957 Chevy Desert
radiator.
Used,
but
good
condition. Dean 701-255-3883

reassemble except windshield.
Clear title $3500. 1940 Packard 2
Dr Sedan, complete but rusty
$1600. 51/52 F1, complete
except tailgate. Nice cab and box
complete original drive train, front
fenders and running boards rusty
$750. No title. Larry 218-4632259
or
hotrods37@mncable.com
FOR SALE: 2pr) ‘58 Buick finned
brake drums $200.00/pr. 2)
Wayne 80 gas pumps $500.00
ea. 1935 Dodge P.U. cab (nice)
w/ frame, grill shell, hood. Titled
$800.00 1932 Ford frame Kmember only w/arms $800.00
Model A frame rear cross
member $40.00 2) ‘54 Buick wire
wheels powder painted tan
$100.00 ea. 1964 Seeburg juke
box, needs minor work $500.00
Dave 701-274-8475

FOR SALE: Ford 2dr Sedan
project with title $6,500.00 Kevin
701-367-7762

FOR SALE: 1957 Chevy 2door
hardtop 350 ZZ4, 700RTrans
posi-rear, burgundy w/ gold flake,
white leather interior, 2” dropped
spindles, disc front, power
steering,
tilt,
cruise,
air.
$37,000.00 Dave 701-274-8975

FOR SALE: NASCAR tire,
certificate of authenticity, May
2014, Charlotte $90.00 Kevin
701-367-7762

FOR SALE: Need a gas tank for
your project/current ride? Sale on
“Tanks” gas tanks. Drop shipped
to your door. Dave 701-274-8975

FOR SALE: 1955 Chevy Belair 2
door sedan project or parts car.
Also, 301 Chevy motor pair of
327 heads. 701-680-1517

FOR SALE: Must Sell, New in
Box: MSD Atomic EFI Master Kit
PN2900
Electronic
Fuel
Injection throttle body with
injectors,
power
module,
handheld
programmer,
fuel
pump/filters, fuel line, wide band
02 sensor, wiring & clamps. MSD
pro-billet distributor PN8551 Chevy V8. John - West Fargo,
701-261-2857

FOR SALE: 49-52 Chevy Heater
box, $15.00. 49-52 Chevy Hood,
$100.00 both very good shape.
Myron 701-367-9070
FOR SALE: 1953 Chevrolet 2 Dr
Post - Well-built unfinished rod
project. Chassis done with rebuilt
Camaro clip and fresh 4 link rear;
set up for SBC. Body completely
done and in primer. Most parts to

FOR SALE: 1 set (4) of 1956
Chevy hub caps. Very good
shape. Any reasonable offer
accepted. (701) 741-5267

INSPECTIONS:
Vehicle
inspections done at Dallas
Kustoms in Hillsboro, ND. Call
701-436-6399

03/09

03/18

03/18

03/18

03/25

04/02

04/06

04/26

04/30

05/07

James Valley Street Machines
Regular Meeting
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
61st Annual
World of Wheels
Omaha, Nebraska
CAR SHOW
Piston Ring
World of Wheels
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CAR SHOW
60th Annual
Portland Roadster Show
Portland, Oregon
CAR SHOW
Draggins
56th Annual Car Show
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
CAR SHOW
58th Annual
TOPPERS Car Show
Fargo, North Dakota
James Valley Street Machines
Regular Meeting
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Rodarama
17th Annual Car Show
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CAR SHOW
Prime Steel Car Show
Grand Forks, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Basin Kruzers
40th Annual Band Day Car
Show
Williston, North Dakota
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05/07

05/08

05/11

05/13

05/14
05/14
&
05/15
05/21

05/21

05/28
05/28
&
05/29
06/03
to
06/05
06/04

06/04

06/08

06/10

06/11

06/11

JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Test & Tune
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Test & Tune
Sabin, Minnesota
MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
S&R Truck Plaza
Jamestown, North Dakota
EXTRAVAGANZA
James Valley Street Machines
Opening Night - 70's Party
Masquerade Party
Jamestown, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Opening Night
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Season Opener / Bracket
Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Points Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
TintMasters Street Legal Days
Sabin, Minnesota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Armed Forces Night
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
CAR SHOW & RALLY
24th Annual Devils Run
Car Show, Auction, Rally
Devils Lake, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Points Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
TintMasters Street Legal Days
Sabin, Minnesota
MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
Sabir's II
Jamestown, North Dakota
ROD RUN
Classtiques Rod Run
Bismarck, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Kenmare Grill Fest & Cook-Off
Kenmare, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
NLRA Late Models
Jamestown, North Dakota

06/12

06/17

06/17

06/18

06/24

06/18

06/25
06/25
&
06/26

06/26

07/04

07/06

07/09

07/09

07/15

07/16

CAR SHOW
Buggies-N-Blues
Mandan, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Back to the 50's
St. Paul, Minnesota
CAR SHOW
Motor to Medora
Medora, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
N.D. Legends Tour Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Badland Drifters
Cars in the Park
Glendive, Montana
CAR SHOW
Bridge City Cruisers Rally
Valley City, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Kids Night (tentative)
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
& Jr Dragster Challenge
Sabin, Minnesota
EXTRAVAGANZA
James Valley Street Machines
Softball Challenge
Teams:
The Rods (James Valley Street
Street Machines)
The Hogs (Individuals
Motorcycle Club)
The Tractors (Area Farmers)
The Cause (Huntington's)
Jamestown, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Fireworks Spectacular
Jamestown, North Dakota
MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
R.M. Stoudt
Jamestown, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Dakota Classic Modified Tour
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
TintMasters Street Legal Days
Sabin, Minnesota
CAR SHOW
Prairie Cruisers Car Show
Dickinson, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
8th Annual
Shuffle off to Buffalo
Buffalo, North Dakota

07/16

07/21

07/23

07/23
07/23
&
07/24

07/29
07/30
08/01

07/30
08/06
&
08/07

08/10

08/12

08/13

08/13

08/20

08/27
08/27
&
08/28
09/02

JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Points Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Swanks Car Show
Casselton, North Dakota
ROD RUN
Run 81
Hillsboro, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Points Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
& National Dragster Challenge
Sabin, Minnesota
2016 BLACKTOP TOUR
3rd Annual Blacktop Tour
Pembina Gorge, Lake
Metigoshe. Touring the
Icelandic
State Park. 2 nights at Dakota
Sky Casino in Belcourt
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Hot Rod Drags
Sabin, Minnesota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
Two Rivers Inn
Jamestown, North Dakota
ROD RUN
Dacotah Rodders
Granny Run
Grand Rapids, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
NLRA Late Models
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
TintMasters Street Legal Days
Sabin, Minnesota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Back to School Night
Jamestown, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
Season Championship
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
CAR SHOW & AUCTION
Motor Magic
Minot, North Dakota
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09/07

09/09
09/10
&
09/11
09/16
09/17
09/18
09/22
09/23
09/24

09/24

09/24
&
09/25
10/01

10/02

10/05

10/08
&
10/09
10/15
&
10/16

11/09

12/08

MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
S&R Truck Plaza
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
Dakota Cruisers
Season Finale
Minot, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
King of the Track
Sabin, Minnesota
CAR SHOW
Gathering of the Goats
Fort Ransom, North Dakota
JAMESTOWN SPEEDWAY
45th Annual Stock-car
Stampede
Jamestown, North Dakota
CAR SHOW
6th Annual Car Show
James Valley Street Machines
With Don Wilhelm Inc. &
Stutsman Harley Davidson
benefiting Huntington's Disease
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
TintMasters Street Legal Days
Sabin, Minnesota
CAR SHOW
Uffda Days
Rutland, North Dakota
MEETING & CAR SHOW
James Valley Street Machines
Summertime Cookout
Sabir's II
Jamestown, North Dakota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
2016 Season Championship
Sabin, Minnesota
TOP END DRAGWAYS
Bracket Weekend
Final Race-Big Money
Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
James Valley Street Machines
Regular Meeting
Jamestown, North Dakota
James Valley Street Machines
Awards Banquet 7:00
Prime Rib & Potato.
Live Auction @ the KC's
Jamestown, North Dakota
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CLASSIC CAR REVIEW
ST

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 1
GENERATION 1967-1969
Story & Photos by (Muscle Car Fan
Magazine)

The first choice for the Pontiac
division of G.M.C. was to have a

two seat sports car but G.M. was
afraid of it hurting the sales of the
Corvette. Therefore the second
prize from G.M. management
was awarded, the Pontiac
Firebird, it would compete with
the other pony cars. The Firebird
was made from 1967 until 2002
with many of the engines built by
Pontiac. But from the vast array
of four, six, and eight cylinder
engines offered over the years in
the
Firebird
there
are
representative engines from all
divisions of G.M.

The first generation Firebird had
a coke bottle body style, bumpers
integrated into the body, and
horizontal slit style tail lights. The
car was offered in two door hard
top and convertible models only.
In 1968 the Firebird s front signal
lights and tail lights wrapped
around the bumper to create
marker lights and signals visible
from the side in keeping with new
J.S. federal safety laws. Also in
1968 the vent or no draft
windows disappeared and were
replaced by a one piece front
door window.
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step is the same engine with a
four barrel producing 285 hp this was the H.O. (high output)
option. The high performance
engine choice is the 400 CID V8
producing 325 hp. With this
engine a "Ram Air" option was
also available which included
functional hood scoops, high flow
heads with stronger valve
springs, and an upgraded
camshaft. The Ram Air engine
offered the same horse power
but peaked at a higher RPM
giving the car more torque.

The 1969 model got two new
style chrome bumpers capable of
withstanding 5 mph impact
without
damage,
again
to
conform to new U.S. federal
safety laws. Inside the 1969
Firebird the instrument panel and
steering wheel were changed
also the ignition switch was put
on the steering column. The 1969
Bird was produced well into 1970
as the Pontiac engineers were
having design and manufacturing
problems with the new second
generation models.
The entry level Firebird came
with an in-line overhead cam six
powered by a one barrel
carburetor. One step up the
Sprint had the same six with a
four barrel producing 215 hp but
most customers opted for a V8
and the base eight cylinder
engine offer was a 326 CID
power plant with a two barrel
which develops 250 hp. The next

In 1968 the six cylinder engine
was changed to a 250 CID with
the same carburetor options as in
'67. The starter V8 was replaced
with a 350 CID - The H.O.
version with the hotter cam
develops 320 hp. The other
engines had a marginal increase
in horse power ratings.
The year 1969 saw the
introduction of "The Trans Am
Performance and Appearance
Package", included in this
package is a rear spoiler, with
689
hardtops
and
eight
convertibles so equipped. Also in
1969 there was an additional
Ram Air IV engine option for the
400 CID developing 345 hp with
the older style Ram Air III
developing 335 hp. The 350 H.O.
engine got a different cam and
cylinder heads giving it a boost to
330 hp.
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